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Film Title

Recommended
Certification Description

All Good '15

Psychological drama about a woman struggling to cope after an
incident of date rape. lncludes a non-explicit sex scene, recommended
certificate 15.

Anna and the
Apocalypse 15

Comedy horror Christmas zombie musical about a small Scottish
community trying to survive against a horde of zombies. Some strong
language and comic book style violence. Recommended cert - 15

The Angel 15

Biopic of baby faced Argentinian criminal. Features brief scenes of
violence and murder, and scenes of a sexual nature. Recommended
Cert- 15

Await Further
lnstructions 1B

A dysfunctional family are trapped in their home on Christmas Eve by
an unknown prescence that gives orders through the TV. Sci-fi horror
with some strong language and violence. Recommended cert - 18

BeautifulThings 15 Documentary about human consumption. Recommended cert 15

Being Natural 12 A gentle pastoral comedy about country life from Japan, cer| 12

Chris the Swiss 15

Documentary about a Swiss journalist who died as a mercenary in the
Serbian war. lncludes adult themes and strong language,
recommended certificate 1 5.

Crisis Jung 1B

Adult French animated tv series turned into a feature film, cert 1B for
violent animated content

Dead Mountaineer's
Hotel '15 Classic sci-fi drama from Estonia, cert 15

Disco and Atomic War 15

Estonian documentary about growing up in a Soviet country and the
influence of western pop culture there. lncludes some strong language
and sexual references, recommended certificate 15.

The Drunkard's Lament 12

Mock silent film by Branwell Bronte about Wuthering Heights with
spoof voiceover. Adult themes but no contentious content,
recom mended certificate 1 2ê*

Euthanizer 18

A mechanic who has a sideline in euthanising unwanted pets falls foul
of the local crime lord. Strong language and violence. Recommended
cert -18

The Field Guide to Evil 15
An anthology of dark and disturbing folk tales from around the world
Contains nudity and strong violence. Recommended cert -'15

Fighting for a City 15
British documentary about Leeds boxing champion Josh Warrington,
cert 15 for boxing scenes

Free Solo 15 American documentary about mountain climbing, cert 15 for swearing

Genesis 2.0 12

Documentary about genetic experiments to clone a woolly mammoth
and Siberian subculture of hunting for carcasses. Adult themes,
recommended certificate 1 24.

The Goodiepal
Equation 15

Documentary about eccentric Danish artist and musician Goodiepal
lncludes some strong language, recommended certificate 15.

I Do Not Care if We Go
Down in History as
Barbarians 15

Romanian political drama about the country's past crimes against
Jewish people, cert '15 for some violence

I Feel Good 15
French comedy about a chancer with big business ideas on his sister's
commune. Some strong language, recommended certificate 15.

The lmage You Missed 15
Documentary about the Northern lrish Troubles and a father-son
relationship. Violeni scenes. Cert 15.

lndustrial Accident: The
Story of Wax Trax!
Records '15

Documentary about a seminal record label in Chicago. Recommended
cert 15.

ln the Aisles 15
Character drama set in a large German supermarket with all the night
workers there. Some strong language, recommended certificate 15.

ln the Stillness of
Sounds 12

Documentary about sound and the environment. Recommended cert
124.

lnuyashiki Planet
Japan: Shinsuke Sato tc Live action sci-fi superhero action film from Japan, cert '1 5



lsland of the Hungry
Ghosts 15

Documentary following a trauma counsellor as she attempts to support
detainees in a high-security detention facility for people seeking
asylum in Australia. Descriptions of self harm, and violence.
Recommended Cert 15.

Killing God 15

A homeless dwarf turns up at a remote house on New Year's Eve
claiming to be God and sets the party-goers an impossible task.
Contains moderate violence with dark comedic tone. Recommended
cert - 15

King Skate 15
Documentary about skate culture behind the lron Curtain in'70s
Czechoslovakia, cert 15 for swearing

Knuckleball 18

Dark thriller in which a young boy must defend himself from a
psychotic neighbour after his grandfather dies at a remote farmstead
Home Alone meets Halloween. Contains strong language and
violence. Recommended cert - 18

The Library Music Film '18

Documentary about soundtrack library music, its composers and
collectors. lncludes some strong language, in a club venue so over'1Bs
only.

Loveling 15
Brazilian family drama with a teenage son who gets to play sports
abroad. Some strong language, recommended certificate 15.

Nightmare Cinema 1B

Four lost souls find their way into an abandoned cinema curated by the
mysterious Projectionist and find themselves stars of their own horror
films. Contains strong language and violence. Recommended cert - 1B

Nightshooters 15

Comedy crime drama in which a low-budget film crew fall foul of a local
crime lord when they witness a gangland hit and must defend
themselves against his minions. Contains moderate violence and
language. Recommended cert - 15

November '15 Black and white fairytale from Estonia, cert 15

The Other Side of
Everything 15

Documentary about a Serbian dissident university lecturer and critic of
Slobodan Milosevic made by her daugher. Adult themes,
recommended certificate 1 5.

Pause 15

Drama about an unhappy housewife who fantasises about revenge on
her husband. Features mild language and violence. Reccomended
Cert. 15

Penguin Highway PG
Penguins suddenly appear in a small Japanese village in this family
adventure, cert PG

The Pirogue '15
Drama about a boat of African migrants heading for Europe,
recommended cert 'l 5.

Pity 15
Greek satirical drama about a man who becomes addicted to pity
lncludes one violent scene, recommended certificate 15.

The Punk Voyage 15
Documentary charting the gradual disintegration of a Finnish punk
band with learning disabilities. Cert '15

Putin's Witnesses 15
lnsider documentary by a close associate of Vladmir Putin in the early
years of his presidency. Cert '15

The Raft '15
Documentary which revisits a curious human experiment on a raft
during the 1970s. Cert 15

The Reports on Sarah
and Saleem 15

Political drama about an affair between and lsraeli woman and a

Palestinian man in Jerusalem. Some non-explicit sex scenes and
strong language. Recommended certificate 15.

Rodents of Unusual
Size 15 Documentary on the threat of deadly rodents in Louisiana. Ceri '15.

Rodeo 12
Documentary about Estonian politics post-Communism
Recommended cert 124.

Sauvage '18

Drama about a French male prostitute surviving on the streets.
lncludes strong language and sex scenes, recommended certificate
40
¡ ()_

School's Out 10to

Drama aboui a teacher who becomes obssessed with a group of
students who appear to be harbouring a dark secret. Scenes of self
harm, and real footage from world disasters, war zones and an
abattoir. Reccomended Cert '18.



The Silence of Others 15

Documentary about Spanish victims of political violence during the
Franco regime campaigning for justice. Some adult themes,
recommended certificate'1 5.

The Silver Branch 12
Documentary about landscape and poetry in the face of bureaucracy
Recommended cert 12.

Sofia 12

Drama about a young girl in Casablanca who must deal with the
consequences of giving birth to a baby out of wedlock. Moderate sex
references and sexual violence briefly implied. Recommended cert 12

Something Left Behind 12

Documentary about the Leeds band The Wedding Present and the 30
year anniversary of their album George Best. lncludes some mild
language, recommended certificate 12A.

The State Against
Mandela 15

Documentary about Nelson Mandela's trial using animation for audio
only recordings. Adult themes, recommended certificate 15.

Styx 15
German thriller about a woman lost at sea while sailing in the Atlantic
Recommended cert 15.

f anzania Transit 15 Documentary about three intersecting lives in Tanzania. Cert 15.

Taste of Cement 15 Documentary about construction amid warfare. Cert 15.

This Magnificent Cake! 15
Stop motion puppet animation for adults set in colonial Africa in the
19th Century. Somea adult themes, recommended certificate 15.

Tito and the Birds PG
Acclaimed animated family feature from Brazil about the adventures of
a young boy, cert PG

The Travelling Cat
Chronicles 12 A gentle Japanese comedy about a stray cat, cert 12

True North PG
Short documentary about the performance of three choirs at the Great
Exhibition of the North, cert PG

Violence Voyager 18
An animated adult fairytale from Japan, cert 1B for violent themes and
content

Walden 12 Documentary on nature and globalisation. Cert 12

Welcome To Sodom + ll
Bordalo 15 Documentary on electronic waste dump in Africa. Cert 15

Whai is Democracy? 15 Documentary on democracy in all its forms. Cert 15


